Elucidating the Molecular Basis of Action of a Classic Drug: Guanidine Compounds As Inhibitors of Voltage-Gated Potassium Channels
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ABSTRACT
Guanidine and its alkyl analogs stimulate the neuromuscular junction presynaptically by inhibiting voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channels, leading to enhanced release of acetylcholine in the synaptic cleft. This stimulatory effect of guanidine underlies its use in the therapy for the neuromuscular diseases myasthenic syndrome of Lambert-Eaton and botulism. The therapeutic use of guanidine is limited, however, because of side effects that accompany its administration. Therefore, the design of guanidine analogs with improved therapeutic indices is desirable. Progress toward this goal is hindered by the lack of knowledge of the mechanism by which these molecules inhibit Kv channels. Here we examine an array of possible mechanisms, including charge screening, disruption of the protein-lipid interfaces, direct interaction with the voltage sensors, and pore-binding. Our results demonstrate that guanidines bind within the intracellular pore of the channel and perturb a hydrophobic subunit interface to stabilize a closed state of the channel. This mechanism provides a foundation for the design of guanidine analogs for the therapeutic intervention of neuromuscular diseases.

Introduction
Compounds such as guanidines and aminopyridines that enhance neurotransmitter release have tremendous potential for treating neuromuscular diseases such as botulism, myasthenia gravis, the myasthenic syndrome of Lambert-Eaton, and multiple sclerosis (Wulff and Zhorov, 2008). Indeed, guanidine hydrochloride is sold as a prescription drug for the symptomatic treatment of Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (Keogh et al., 2011). Guanidine has also been used for the treatment of botulism (Chalk et al., 2011). The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved 4-aminopyridine as a drug for the treatment of multiple sclerosis under the trade name Ampyra (Acorda Therapeutics, Inc., Hawthorne, NY) (Hauser and Johnston, 2010). Another aminopyridine compound, 3,4 diaminopyridine, is used in the treatment of botulism (Mayorov et al., 2010; Chalk et al., 2011) and Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (Keogh et al., 2011). A major limitation of the therapeutic use of these compounds is the harmful side effects that accompany their administration. Indeed, guanidine consumption can cause bone marrow suppression and renal failure (Blumhardt et al., 1977), and aminopyridines can penetrate the blood-brain barrier and cause neurotoxicity (Mayorov et al., 2010). To overcome these detrimental side effects, it would be desirable to design analogs of aminopyridines and guanidines that exhibit high potency for their biological targets, enabling administration at low dosage levels.

Both aminopyridines and guanidine are known to stimulate neurotransmitter release by inhibiting presynaptic Kv channels (Lundh and Thesleff, 1977; Benoit, 1993). Aminopyridines inhibit Kv channels by binding to their pores (Armstrong and Loboda, 2001). Site-directed mutagenesis studies (Shieh and Kirsch, 1994; Zhang et al., 1998), together with high-resolution crystal structures of potassium channels, have provided valuable information on their binding sites. This information has been judiciously used for rational drug design on the aminopyridine template. For example, docking simulations on the binding site (Caballero et al., 2011) contain supplemental material.

ABBREVIATIONS: Kv channels, voltage-gated potassium channels; TEA, tetraethylammonium; 4-AP, 4-aminopyridine; Gdn\(^{\ddagger}\), guanidine; MeGdn\(^{\ddagger}\), methyl guanidine; DiMeGdn\(^{\ddagger}\), N,N-dimethyl guanidine; G, conductance; V, voltage; Q, charge; TRPM8, transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 8.
2007) have facilitated structure–activity studies on aminopyridines, leading to the generation of molecules with better therapeutic indices (Mayorov et al., 2010). In contrast, the mechanism of inhibition of Kv channels by guanidine has never been investigated thoroughly, and there are no published structure-activity studies on the guanidine scaffold. Indeed, no guanidine compound other than the underivatized guanidine molecule has been tested for treating any neuromuscular disorder.

The targets of aminopyridines and guanidines, Kv channels, are tetrameric ion channel complexes, with each monomer consisting of six transmembrane segments (S1–S6). The S1–S4 domain functions as the voltage sensor, and the S5–S6 region forms the pore (Fig. 1). Extensive functional and structural studies have provided a detailed understanding of the mechanism of voltage sensing and gating in Kv channels. Voltage sensing is orchestrated by positively charged arginine residues of the S4 helix that sense the electric field and drive motion of the voltage sensors (Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996; Swartz, 2008). The surrounding membrane phospholipids interact intimately with the channel and play a vital role in voltage sensing (Jiang et al., 2003a,b; Ramu et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2008). The voltage sensors are linked to the pore by the S4–S5 linker, which couples voltage sensor motion to pore opening and closing (Lu et al., 2001, 2002; Sukhareva et al., 2003; Long et al., 2005). A Kv channel-inhibitor, therefore, can target several potential sites to inhibit channel activity (Fig. 1a). For example, guanidine compounds might interact with the negatively charged phosphates of phospholipids displayed on the external surface of the membrane, resulting in a decrease in the surface potential, a phenomenon referred to as charge screening (Green and Andersen, 1991). A second potential site of action of guanidine compounds is the protein-lipid interface. One such interface might be formed by the positively charged arginine residues of the S4 helix, which face the outer leaflet of the membrane in the crystal structure of the open state of the channel (Long et al., 2007), suggesting that they may be involved in functionally significant arginine-phosphate interactions with the surrounding phospholipids that stabilize the activated state of the voltage sensor (Schmidt et al., 2006). Because guanidines are proficient at chelating the phosphate group, they might disrupt arginine-phospholipid interactions by sequestering the phosphate headgroups of phospholipids, resulting in inhibition.

Another protein-lipid interface that is a potential target for guanidine compounds is the S4–S5 linker. This interface was revealed by the crystal structure of the Kv1.2-Kv2.1 chimera, which shows a lipid molecule bound to this region of the protein (Long et al., 2007). Finally, alkyl guanidines might inhibit Kv channels by binding to either the extracellular or the intracellular part of the pore of the channel, reminiscent of the action of peptides and organic cations such as the tetraethylammonium ion (TEA⁺) and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP⁺) (Wulff and Zhorov, 2008).

To investigate the aforementioned hypotheses, we performed a detailed investigation of the mechanism of inhibition of the Shaker potassium channel by guanidine (Gdn⁻), methyl guanidine (MeGdn⁻), and N,N,Ndimethyl guanidine (DiMeGdn⁻) (Fig. 1b). We find that these inhibitors bind within the intracellular pore of the channel and perturb a hydrophobic subunit interface to stabilize a closed state of the channel.

**Materials and Methods**

The pH of all buffer solutions was adjusted by adding NaOH. The Kv channel Shaker H4 was used for the study. All constructs, including the one referred to as “wild type,” contained a deletion of residues 6 to 46 to remove fast inactivation (Hoshi et al., 1990). Site-directed mutagenesis and channel expression in *Xenopus laevis* oocytes were performed as described previously (Sukhareva et al., 2003).

**Two-Electrode Voltage-Clamp Recordings from *X. laevis* Oocytes.** Currents were recorded using an OC-725C oocyte clamp (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT). Data were filtered at 1 kHz (eight-pole Bessel) and digitized at 10 kHz. Microelectrode resistances were between 0.1 and 1.2 MΩ when filled with 3 M KCl. Inhibition was monitored by holding oocytes for an hour and pulsing to +10 mV every 10 s while treating with guanidine compounds. Holding oocytes for an hour is technically challenging and can result in leaching of KCl from the electrodes into oocytes, leading to a change in the intracellular concentration of K⁺ ions. As a result of this effect, the K⁺ currents in control experiments are slightly larger after recording for 1 h, and the inhibitory effects of guanidine compounds are underestimated. Solutions for recording and for overnight incubations and pretreatments of oocytes with guanidine compounds contained 50 mM RbCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 0.3 mM CaCl₂, 20 mM HEPES, and either 50 mM Gdn-HCl, 50 mM MeGdn-HCl, or 25 mM (DiMeGdn)₂SO₄, at pH 7.4. The corresponding control solutions contained NaCl instead of Gdn-HCl and MeGdn-HCl and Na₂SO₄ instead of (DiMeGdn)₂SO₄. Whole-cell ionic currents shown were obtained by subtracting leak and background currents from whole-cell currents by blocking the channel with the pore-blocking toxin Agitoxin-2 (Sukhareva et al., 2003), except for the R362Q/R365Q/R368Q triple mutant, which required high depolarizations for activation, resulting in unbinding of the toxin, thereby preventing block.

**Inside-Out Patch-Clamp Recording.** Guanidine compounds were applied intracellularly by pulling patches from oocytes expressing Shaker channels such that the intracellular part of the mem-

![Fig. 1. Inhibition of Kv channels by guanidine compounds. a, model illustrating the possible modes of inhibition of Kv channels by guanidine compounds (shown in red): screening of external negative charges on the membrane, disruption of protein-lipid interfaces at different sites, and binding to the extracellular or intracellular region of the channel pore. Kv channels are tetramers containing four S1–S4 voltage-sensing domains, but only one is shown here for clarity. The central pore domain is formed by the S5–S6 helices from the four subunits. b, the chemical structures of guanidine compounds used in this study.](https://www.molpharm.org/content/1086/5/1086/F1.large.jpg)
brane was exposed to the recording chamber (the inside-out configuration). Currents were recorded using an Axopatch 200B patch clamp amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). The data were filtered at 2 kHz (eight-pole Bessel) and digitized at 10 kHz. The batch solution was exchanged rapidly (10–50 ms) using a computer-controlled perfusion system (RSC-200; Bio-Logic, Claix, France). The bath solution contained 110 mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM HEPES, and either 25 mM Na₂SO₄ or 25 mM (DiMeGdn)₂SO₄ at pH 7.4. The pipette solution contained 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 3 mM CaCl₂, 77.5 mM Na₂SO₄, and 10 mM HEPES at pH 7.4. The resistance of the pipettes when filled with pipette solution was 0.5 to 2 MΩ.

**Analysis of Channel Activity.** Conductance-voltage (G-V) relationships were obtained by measuring steady state currents and using them to calculate the conductance. A single Boltzmann function was fitted to the data according to the equation $G/G_{\text{max}} = [1 + \exp(-zF(V - V_{1/2})/RT)]^{-1}$, where $z$ is the valences, $F$ is the Faraday constant, $R$ is the gas constant, and $T$ is absolute temperature. To obtain charge-voltage (Q-V) relationships from gating current experiments, Q values were obtained by integrating capacitive currents and subtracting values obtained from control oocytes from those measured in oocytes expressing high levels of W434F Shaker (−10⁹ channels per oocyte) (Perozo et al., 1993). A single Boltzmann function was fitted to the data.

**Oocyte Uptake and Washout Assays with Radiolabeled DiMeGdn⁺.** Tritiated (DiMeGdn)₂SO₄ (specific activity, 0.037 Ci/mmol) was purchased from Ambios Labs (Newington, CT) and dissolved to a concentration of 10 mM in a solution containing 20 mM HEPES, 50 mM RbCl, 0.3 mM CaCl₂, 1 mM MgCl₂, and 15 mM Na₂SO₄, at pH 7.4 before storing at 4°C. Radioactivity measurements were performed on sets of 10 oocytes per scintillation vial.

**Results**

To study the effect of guanidine compounds on Kv channels, we employed the Shaker channel because it is a particularly well charcterized Kv channel (Yellen, 2002; Swartz, 2008) and is therefore an ideal system for the mechanistic studies we sought to undertake.

**Extracellular Application of Guanidines on Oocytes Expressing Shaker Channels.** Replacement of Na⁺ in the external recording solution with 50 mM concentrations of Gdn⁺, MeGdn⁺, or DiMeGdn⁺ resulted in slow inhibition of the Shaker channel (Fig. 2, a and b). In addition to a reduction in the magnitude of depolarization-activated currents, the inhibition observed after 1 h is characterized by slowing...
of channel opening and speeding of channel closure (Fig. 2a). The G-V plots are shifted rightward after 1-h treatment with guanidines (Fig. 2c; Supplemental Table 1), suggesting that the inhibitors shift the closed-open equilibrium toward the closed state.

To determine the extent of steady-state inhibition, we incubated Shaker-expressing oocytes overnight with 50 mM Gdn\(^{+}\), MeGdn\(^{+}\), and DiMeGdn\(^{+}\). DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) treatment resulted in complete inhibition of Shaker (Fig. 3a). Indeed, depolarizations as large as +160 mV failed to elicit any significant currents in DiMeGdn\(^{+}\)-treated oocytes (Fig. 3b).

It is noteworthy that the results from both 1 h and overnight treatment experiments demonstrate a direct correlation between the hydrophobicity of guanidine compounds, and the rate and extent of their inhibitory activities (Gdn\(^{+}\) < MeGdn\(^{+}\) < DiMeGdn\(^{+}\)).

Our data strongly suggest that the ability of these compounds to inhibit Kv channels is not due to extraneous effects such as their toxicity to oocytes. We found that despite extremely long incubations (> 12 h) in 50 mM concentrations of these compounds, very few oocytes perished and appeared healthier than under control conditions. Furthermore, we faced no problems such as leakiness of oocytes while performing our two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments, consistent with the conclusion that these compounds were not toxic to oocytes. To further validate this conclusion, we tested the activity of another voltage-gated ion channel, TRPM8, after overnight incubation of oocytes expressing these channels with DiMeGdn\(^{+}\). We found that DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) had no detectable effects on TRPM8 currents (Supplemental Fig. 1), demonstrating that the effect of guanidine compounds on Kv channels is due to a specific action of these compounds.

Shaker channels inhibited by 1-h treatments with guanidines did not recover despite thorough rinsing in control solutions, suggesting that recovery was too slow to observe under our continuous recording conditions (data not shown). To explore this phenomenon further, we treated un-injected oocytes with Gdn\(^{+}\), MeGdn\(^{+}\), or DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) overnight, followed by removal of guanidine compounds from the extracellular solution by thorough washing before injection of Shaker cRNA. These "pretreated" oocytes were incubated in buffer solutions devoid of guanidine compounds for > 12 h, while the Shaker Kv channel was expressing before recording Kv channel currents. The results show that inhibition is profound, despite the absence of guanidine compounds in the external recording solution (Fig. 4).

Kinetic analyses on pre-pretreated oocytes expressing Shaker demonstrate that guanidines reduce the rate of channel opening (Supplemental Fig. 2). Indeed, depolarization of Shaker channels expressed in Na\(^{+}\)-pretreated oocytes to 0 mV results in channel opening with \(\tau\) value of ~2 ms, which is lower than the \(\tau\) values of channels expressed in Gdn\(^{+}\)-pretreated oocytes (~4 ms), MeGdn\(^{+}\)-pretreated oocytes (~5 ms) and DiMeGdn\(^{+}\)-pretreated oocytes (~8 ms). The kinetics of channel closure is also perturbed by the inhibitors—the channels close faster in the presence of the inhibitors (lower \(\tau\) values at voltages between ~80 and ~40 mV in Supplemental Fig. 2).

These pretreatment experiments demonstrate the slow reversibility of inhibition of Shaker expressed in oocytes when guanidines are applied to the external solution. A comparison of the G-V plots (Figs. 3b and 4b) shows that the relative rates of recovery after removal of external guanidines occur in the following order: Gdn\(^{+}\) > MeGdn\(^{+}\) > DiMeGdn\(^{+}\). Therefore, the inhibition of Shaker channels by extracellular application of DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) is the most potent and the least reversible among the three guanidine compounds tested. Because the inhibitors do not actually need to be present in the extracellular solution to inhibit the channel, an extracellular pore-blocking mechanism of inhibition can be ruled out.

**Interaction of Radiolabeled DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) with Oocytes.** The long-lived inhibition (slow recovery rate), as demonstrated by the pretreatment experiments, was surprising. Even if the inhibitors were acting intracellularly, they should be amenable to reversal within a reasonable amount of time. For example, 4-AP\(^{+}\) acts on Kv channels intracellularly, but channels recover within a minute after removal of the inhibitor from the external solution (del Camino et al., 2005). In contrast, inhibition of Shaker by guanidine reagents lasted > 12 h after treatment (Fig. 4). Therefore, we decided to explore the interaction of DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) with oocytes in more detail by measuring binding and unbinding of radiolabeled DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) to oocytes. Our results (Supplemental Fig. 3a) show that the rate of uptake of DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) in oocytes is very slow (\(t_{1/2} = 19\) h) and that
inhibition. For example, guanidine inhibitors may act by chelating to the phosphate head groups of phospholipids that are engaged in interactions with the outer three arginine residues of the S4 helix that carry gating charge (Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996). These arginine-phosphate interactions are believed to stabilize the activated state of the voltage sensors (Ramu et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2006; Long et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2008). If guanidines inhibit the channel by disrupting these interactions, we would expect that mutating the arginines to glutamates should disrupt the lipid interaction, producing a channel with activity reminiscent of what is observed in guanidines, and preventing further inhibition by these molecules. Although the triple mutant (R362Q/R365Q/R368Q) requires strong depolarization to activate, qualitatively resembling the effects of DiMeGdn$^+$ on the wild-type channel, it is profoundly inhibited by DiMeGdn$^+$ (Supplemental Fig. 4). These results suggest that DiMeGdn$^+$ does not inhibit the Shaker Kv channel by targeting this protein-lipid interface at the S4 helix.

Testing Whether DiMeGdn$^+$ Influences Voltage Sensor Activation. To explore whether the inhibitory mechanism of guanidines involves interactions with the voltage sensors, we examined the effect of Gdn$^+$, MeGdn$^+$, and DiMeGdn$^+$ on the motion of the voltage sensors by measuring “gating currents.” Gating currents occur as a component of the transient current after voltage steps and are produced as a result of the motion of the voltage sensors before channel opening (Perozo et al., 1993; Stefani et al., 1994). Noncon ducting Shaker mutants such as W434F can be used to study gating currents without the obfuscating presence of ionic currents (Perozo et al., 1993). Figure 5a shows the effects of DiMeGdn$^+$ on gating currents recorded from W434F-expressing oocytes after overnight treatment. The currents shown have two components—a linear capacitive component corresponding to charging of the membrane, and a nonlinear component corresponding to the motion of the voltage sensors of Shaker. The depolarization-activated gating currents due to the motion of the voltage sensors from the resting to the activated state (the “on” gating currents) are not affected by DiMeGdn$^+$ (Fig. 5a). Similar results are obtained for Gdn$^+$ and MeGdn$^+$-treated oocytes (Supplemental Fig. 5). Indeed, the plot of the total amount of charge moved as a function of voltage is indistinguishable when comparing untreated oocytes with those treated with each of the three guanidines (Fig. 5c). Therefore, these inhibitors have no obvious effects on the motion of the voltage sensors upon activation, and the amount of charge moved is the same in untreated and inhibitor-treated oocytes.

The only effect of guanidine compounds on gating currents is on the “off” gating currents, which are a manifestation of the return of the voltage sensors from the activated to the resting state upon hyperpolarization. It has been established that the voltage sensors of Kv channels are delayed in their motion from the activated state (the “on” gating currents) to the resting state (the “off” gating currents) (Perozo et al., 1993; Stefani et al., 1994; Batulan et al., 2010). This phenomenon is clearly observed in the off gating currents from control oocytes (Fig. 5a, top); however, after treatment with DiMeGdn$^+$, this delay is no longer apparent (Fig. 5a, bottom). Speeding of off gating currents was also observed for Gdn$^+$- and MeGdn$^+$-treated oocytes, and the extent of speeding correlated with the potency of inhibition of the

![Fig. 4. Pretreatment of oocytes with guanidine compounds inhibit subsequently expressed Shaker Kv channels. a, families of ionic currents for wild-type Shaker channels from oocytes treated overnight with 50 mM Na$^+$, Gdn$^+$, MeGdn$^+$, and DiMeGdn$^+$ and then rinsed thoroughly to remove guanidines from the extracellular solution. After rinsing, oocytes were injected with Shaker cRNA, and currents were recorded in normal recording solution a day later. The holding voltage was −80 mV, tail voltage was −50 mV, and depolarizations were from −80 mV to +100 mV in 10-mV increments. b, G-V relations for the Shaker channel after pretreatment experiment. Error bars indicate S.E.M. (n = 3).](https://molpharm.aspetjournals.org/article-pdf/10.1124/mol.106.097150/mol.106.097150.supp1)
compounds (Supplemental Fig. 5). In another version of this experiment, a W434F-expressing oocyte was treated with DiMeGdn⁺ while recording gating currents (Fig. 5b). After 1-h treatment with DiMeGdn⁺, there is a clear speeding of the off gating currents (the nonlinear component of the curve in Fig. 5b) and negligible effects on the on gating currents (red trace in Fig. 5b). The results from gating current measurements suggest that guanidines inhibit the Shaker Kv channel by influencing regions of the channel that are involved in the gating steps further downstream of the motion of the voltage sensor.

Among the three guanidine compounds, DiMeGdn⁺ was the easiest to work with because of its relatively rapid kinetics and highest potency of inhibition (Fig. 2) and was therefore used for the rest of the experiments. The speeding of off gating currents by all three guanidine compounds tested (Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. 5), and qualitatively similar characteristics of inhibition (slowing down of channel opening and speeding of channel closure, as shown in Figs. 2–4 and Supplemental Fig. 2) suggest that the three compounds act by a similar mechanism. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the mechanistic insights obtained by using DiMeGdn⁺ would be valid for the other two compounds as well.

**Does DiMeGdn⁺ Inhibit Kv Channels by Disrupting a Protein-Lipid Interface at the S4–S5 Linker?** The S4–S5 linker is critical for coupling motions of the voltage sensors to opening of the intracellular gate (Lu et al., 2001, 2002; Long et al., 2005; Batulan et al., 2010). It is noteworthy that the crystal structure of the Kv1.2-Kv2.1 chimera shows a lipid molecule interacting with the S4–S5 linker (Supplemental Fig. 6a) and therefore guanidines may cause inhibition by disrupting this protein-lipid interface. Two residues in the S4–S5 linker, Lys380 and Arg387 (which is a Gln in the crystal structure), are in close proximity to the phosphate group of the phospholipid molecule (Supplemental Fig. 6a). If guanidines inhibit the channel by disrupting these interactions, we would expect that replacing these charged residues with alamines should disrupt these lipid interactions, producing channels with activity similar to that observed after guanidine treatment of wild-type Shaker. Moreover, these mutated channels should be guanidine-insensitive. Our results show that both K380A and R387A display relatively wild-type gating behavior and were profoundly inhibited by DiMeGdn⁺ (Supplemental Fig. 6b), suggesting that the inhibition is not mediated by this mechanism.

**Mutation in the Pore Influence Sensitivity to DiMeGdn⁺.** Our mutagenesis experiments on the voltage-sensing machinery of the Shaker Kv channel described above strongly suggest that these regions of the channel are not targeted by guanidines. Therefore, we next focused on the pore region of the channel.

The Pro475 residue of the pore is located at a kink in the S6 helix (Fig. 6a) and could be responsible for creating kink (Webster et al., 2004). This putative structural significance of Pro475 motivated us to start our studies on the pore at this position. We studied a Pro475 mutant that carries mutations of which were similar to those of the wild-type channel, P475F (Sukhareva et al., 2003), and found that it was not inhibited by 1-h DiMeGdn⁺ treatment (Fig. 6b).

The lack of inhibition by DiMeGdn⁺ of a mutant that possesses gating characteristics similar to those of the wild-type channel suggests that the mutation disrupts binding of the inhibitor. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether the binding site is composed of the Pro475 residue, because mutation of a proline can cause significant structural changes in the S6 helix around the 475 position. For example, it is possible that mutation of the Pro475 residue results in the removal of the kink in the S6 helix, which disrupts the actual DiMeGdn⁺ receptor further below or above the Pro475 residue.

The C-terminal end of the S6 helix has three aromatic amino acids (Tyr483, Phe484, and Tyr485; Supplemental Fig. 7a) that could interact with guanidines via cation-π interactions (Zacharias and Dougherty, 2002) and thus participate in forming the DiMeGdn⁺ receptor. This hypothesis is particularly enticing as recent work has shown that the interaction of Tyr485 with the S4–S5 linker of an adjacent subunit is the structural basis for the slowing of off gating currents.

**Fig. 5.** Effect of guanidine compounds on movement of the Shaker voltage sensors. a, oocytes expressing the W434F Shaker mutant were either treated overnight with 50 mM DiMeGdn⁺ (bottom), or incubated in a control solution (top), and then gating currents were elicited by holding the oocytes at −100 mV, and depolarizing to +20 mV. Off gating currents were obtained by subsequently hyperpolarizing to −100 mV, b, an oocyte expressing the W434F mutant was held at −100 mV and depolarized to −25 mV and then hyperpolarized to −100 mV every 10 s with concomitant treatment with DiMeGdn⁺ for 1 h to monitor the effect of DiMeGdn⁺ on the gating currents. The curve in black represents gating currents obtained before DiMeGdn⁺ treatment, and the one in red represents gating currents after treatment. c, Boltzmann equation fitted to a plot of gating charge (Q) and voltage (V). Q was obtained from gating currents from W434F-injected oocytes treated with Gdn⁺ (red symbols), MeGdn⁺ (green symbols), DiMeGdn⁺ (pink symbols), or control solutions (black circles). Error bars indicate S.E.M. (n = 3).
Mechanism of Inhibition of Kv Channels by Guanidine Compounds

Pro475 residue (Fig. 7a). T469A was strongly inhibited by 1-h DiMeGdn$^+$ treatment, similar to wild-type Shaker (G-V plots of this mutant before and after treatment with DiMeGdn$^+$ are shown in green in Fig. 7a). In contrast, V467A, L468A, I470A, and V474A were less sensitive to inhibition by DiMeGdn$^+$ to various degrees. There was much reduced effect of DiMeGdn$^+$ on the mutants L468A and V474A compared with wild-type Shaker (Fig. 7b). Indeed, the G-V plots for V474A (Fig. 7a, red curves) does not display any rightward shift (Supplemental Table 2), and L468A (Fig. 7a, cyan curves) demonstrates only a 8.5-mV rightward shift compared with a 57.1-mV rightward shift by the wild-type channel (Supplemental Table 2) upon DiMeGdn$^+$-treatment. The G-V plots of V467A (Fig. 7a, black curves) and I470A (Fig. 7a, dark yellow curves) are shifted rightward after DiMeGdn$^+$ treatment, but the extent of shift is much less than that for the wild-type channel (Fig. 2c; Supplemental Table 2). It is important to note that all these mutants display relatively modest alterations in gating properties compared with the wild-type channel, suggesting that the reduction in inhibitor sensitivity results from a perturbation in the binding of the inhibitor. All these residues are located in the cavity of the pore, above the gate that is believed to be formed by residues below Val474 (Liu et al., 1997; del Camino and Yellen, 2001).

Figure 7, c and d, shows the subunit interface of the pore region of the Kv1.2-Kv2.1 chimera. The residues Val467 and Leu468 from one subunit and Ile470 and Val474 from an adjacent subunit are shown in red. Thr469 is shown in green and Pro475, in blue. The structure shows that Leu468 of one subunit is near Val474 of the adjacent subunit (3.69 Å apart). Moreover, Val467 from one subunit is near Ile470 of the adjacent subunit (3.70 Å apart). Therefore, it seems that altering this hydrophobic subunit interface in the cavity of the pore can dramatically decrease sensitivity to DiMeGdn$^+$. This notion is strengthened by the observation that the alanine mutant of the Thr469 residue, which is adjacent to the residues forming the hydrophobic subunit interface but is not present within the interface (Fig. 7, c and d), exhibits wild-type sensitivity to DiMeGdn$^+$.

**Interaction of DiMeGdn$^+$ with the Intracellular Region of Kv Channels.** If DiMeGdn$^+$ inhibits the channel by binding inside the cavity of the pore, it would probably act from the intracellular side of the membrane, because the selectivity filter of the channel would prevent access to the cavity from the extracellular side.

To study the effects of intracellular application of guanidines on Kv channels, we applied DiMeGdn$^+$ to membrane patches in the inside-out configuration and observed that the channel was strongly inhibited by DiMeGdn$^+$ (Fig. 8, a and b). The current traces and the G-V plots before and after treatment (Fig. 8, a and b) resemble those obtained after overnight external application of DiMeGdn$^+$ (Fig. 3, a and b). The onset of inhibition upon internal application of DiMeGdn$^+$ was very rapid when depolarizations were applied to open the channel (Fig. 8d, top). Indeed, onset of inhibition was faster than the kinetics of channel opening (Fig. 8d, top) but was not detected when DiMeGdn$^+$ was applied only in the closed state (not shown). In another version of the experiment in Fig. 8d, top, we applied DiMeGdn$^+$ first at −100 mV, where all channels are closed, and then at −50 mV, where a few channels are open (instead of 0 mV in Fig. 8d, where all channels are open), slowing

---

**Fig. 6.** Mutating Pro475 renders the Shaker channel insensitive to inhibition by DiMeGdn$^+$. a, top, sequence of the S6 helix of Shaker with Pro475 in red. Bottom, ribbon representation of the pore region of the Kv1.2-Kv2.1 paddle chimera (Protein Data Bank accession code 2R9R) showing Pro475 in red. b, families of ionic currents for the P475F mutant expressed in oocytes before (left) and after 1-h treatment (right) with 50 mM DiMeGdn.

(Batulan et al., 2010)—a process that was affected by guanidine compounds (Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. 5). However, the mutants Y483A, F484A, and Y485A were completely inhibited by 1-h DiMeGdn$^+$ treatment (Supplemental Fig. 7b), suggesting that DiMeGdn$^+$ does not inhibit the channel by forming cation-π interactions with the C-terminal end of the S6 helix. Alanine mutants of other residues below Pro475, such as Ile477, Val478, Ser479, Asn480, His486, Arg487, and Glu488, also demonstrated wild-type sensitivity to DiMeGdn$^+$ (data not shown).

We next focused on the part of the S6 helix above the
down the rate of inhibition for open channels so that the rates of inhibition in the closed and open states could be compared (Supplemental Fig. 9). We find that the rate of inhibition in the open state is much faster than in closed state. Indeed, after application of the inhibitor in the closed state, a depolarization to \(-50\) mV results in an initial current of almost the same magnitude as in the first depolarization, which was applied in a solution devoid of the inhibitor, suggesting that the inhibition was negligible in the closed state. Application of the inhibitor in the open state, however, results in rapid inhibition. On the basis of these data, we conclude that the inhibitor accesses its binding site within the pore only after the gate opens.

The rapid inhibition observed upon internal application stands in stark contrast to the slow inhibition observed upon extracellular application, suggesting that the inhibitor acts from the intracellular side of the membrane. This conclusion is consistent with our mutagenesis studies, which implicate intracellular regions of the pore in the binding site of guanidines.

To determine whether DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) can be trapped within the internal pore of Shaker, we employed the T449V mutant of Shaker (López-Barneo et al., 1993) because this construct exhibits a much slower rate of inactivation, allowing us to measure unbinding during long depolarizations without substantial channel inactivation. We incubated a patch expressing Shaker in DiMeGdn\(^{+}\) to completely inhibit the channels,
Mechanism of Inhibition of Kv Channels by Guanidine Compounds

The inhibitory effect of guanidine compounds on Kv channels was first observed on the neuromuscular junction and on nerve terminals (Lundh and Thesleff, 1977; Benoit, 1993). Some of these early reports suggested an external charge screening mechanism of inhibition of Kv channels by guanidine (Benoit, 1993). This conclusion was contested by others who argued that the inhibition was intracellular (Farley et al., 1979). These experiments were performed on complex nerve-muscle preparations, predating a contemporary understanding of Kv channel structure and mechanism, and precluding the use of experimental approaches that proved indispensable for our mechanistic investigation. Our results show that pore mutations can significantly reduce sensitivity to the inhibitor (Fig. 7) and that the inhibitor can be trapped inside the cavity within the pore (Fig. 8d), establishing that inhibition is not mediated by a charge-screening mechanism. In addition, we rule out other potential mechanisms of inhibition, such as direct interaction of the compounds with the voltage sensor machinery, disruption of two putative protein-lipid interfaces, and external pore-blocking.

When viewed collectively, the results presented here suggest that guanidines bind within the pore and inhibit the channel by stabilizing a closed state of the channel. Guanidines shift the G–V relations to depolarized voltages (Figs. 2–4), slow the kinetics of activation (Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig. 2), and can be trapped within the pore (Fig. 8d). In addition, all three guanidine compounds tested accelerate off gating currents (Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. 5). Speeding of off gating currents was first observed for 4-AP and was demonstrated to be a result of the stabilization of the activated-not-open state of channel, immediately before the open state (Armstrong and Loboda, 2001; del Camino et al., 2005). Does this similarity between the mode of action of 4-AP and guanidines imply a common binding site? A mutagenesis study (Zhang et al., 1998) on Kv1.4 concluded that the residue Thr529 (the equivalent residue in Shaker is Thr469) belongs to the binding site of 4-AP. In contrast, our experiments show that mutation of Thr469 in Shaker retains wild-type sensitivity to DiMeGdn (Fig. 7). Shieh and Kirsch (1994) found that Leu327 in the S5 helix of Kv2.1 (equivalent to Leu396 in Shaker) interacts directly with 4-AP. Our experiments show that the corresponding residue in Shaker (Leu396) and several other residues in S5 in the vicinity of

![Fig. 8. Intracellular application of DiMeGdn to inside-out oocyte patches expressing Shaker.](image_url)
Leu396, display wild-type sensitivity to DiMeGdn when mutated to alanine (data not shown). Nevertheless, Ile405 of Kv2.1 is believed to be part of the 4-AP+-binding site (Shieh and Kirsch, 1994), and mutation of the equivalent residue in Shaker (Val474) dramatically alters sensitivity to DiMeGdn+ (Fig. 7, a and b). When considering that both inhibitors bind to the pore and stabilize the closed state, these mutagenesis results suggest that DiMeGdn+ and 4-AP+ bind to overlapping but not identical sites in the pore of the channel. One interesting implication of the mechanisms for guanidines and 4-AP+ is that their ability to stabilize the closed state of the channel make them attractive additives to crystallization trials in attempting to solve the structure of a Kv channel in a pre-open closed state.

What is the chemistry of the interaction of guanidines with Kv channels? Guanidines interact favorably with acidic residues via salt-bridging and with aromatic residues via cation-π interactions (Zacharias and Dougherty, 2002). Nevertheless, mutagenesis of none of the acidic or aromatic residues of Shaker reduced sensitivity to DiMeGdn+, ruling out inhibition via these interactions. Instead, the mutagenesis of several hydrophobic S6 residues at the subunit interface (Fig. 7) reduced DiMeGdn+-sensitivity, suggesting that the binding involves hydrophobic interactions between the alkyl groups of the inhibitor and the side chains of the residues at the interface. In addition, the guanidine group may engage in hydrogen-bonding interactions with the backbone amide groups at its receptor site via its protonated nitrogen atoms. The guanidine compounds seem to act as molecular glue, preventing an important structural change at the intersubunit interface before channel opening, thereby stabilizing the closed state and inhibiting the channel. Theoretical and structural studies will provide useful insights on the chemistry of binding of guanidines to the channel.

Our experiments in which uninjected oocytes were pretreated with guanidine compounds before injection of Shaker cRNA (Fig. 4) suggest that oocytes function as “guanidine sponges” that accumulate these compounds and bind to the Shaker channel upon expression in the cell membrane. This conclusion is also supported by our experiments with radio-labeled DiMeGdn+ (Supplemental Fig. 3) that demonstrate a high longevity in oocytes. Although the underlying mechanism of this phenomenon is unclear, one possible explanation is that polyphosphate compounds enriched in oocyte yolk (Kumble and Kornberg, 1995) sequester guanidines, and when Shaker channels are expressed on the cell membranes, a dynamic equilibrium is established between the polyphosphate-guanidine complex in the cytoplasm and the guanidine-Shaker complex.

An important implication of our work is the discovery of potential drug candidates for targeting neuromuscular diseases. Our results are likely to be relevant to human Kv channels because of the high degree of sequence similarity of the S6 helices between Shaker and neuronal Kv1 and Kv3 channels expressed presynaptically in the neuromuscular junction (http://www.iuphar-db.org/index.jsp; Supplemental Fig. 8). Indeed, all four residues that are important for guanidine sensitivity of Shaker (Val467, Leu468, Ile470, and Val474) are also present in human Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv1.8, and Kv3.1. Another interesting implication of our work is that hydrophobic guanidines such as MeGdn+ and DiMeGdn+ have the potential to be more efficacious drugs for the treatment of neuromuscular diseases, compared with Gdn+—the only guanidine compound that has been used to treat neuromuscular diseases. Indeed, we find that MeGdn+ and DiMeGdn+ are more potent and faster inhibitors of Kv channels compared with Gdn+ (Figs. 2–4). Our results lay the foundations for a detailed investigation of DiMeGdn+, MeGdn+, and other hydrophobic guanidines as drug candidates for targeting neuromuscular diseases. Toward this goal, structure-activity relationship studies of guanidine analogs possessing a range of hydrophobicity indices are logical next steps.
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